Humanism - Part 2 – From the Garden to the Classrooms
Humanism in the Modern Age
Humanism has been a tool of the satanic systems throughout human
history. Advances in technology, especially the mobile phone have
deepened the narcissistic tendencies of humanity.
We are full of pride with little pockets of humility whether you are
referencing our culture in general or Christians Specifically. The path of
darkness will not change if our self-absorbed culture’s direction remains the
same.
Types of Humanism
Secular Humanists
•

believe man has no soul and that there is no life beyond the grave

•

believes there is no spiritual world and no God

Psalm 53:12 The fool hath said in his heart, There Is No God.
Cosmic Humanists
•

New Agers that follow the New Age Movement (back to Shinar)

•
believes that the soul repeatedly passes from one body to another at
the point of death until the person has outweighed their good deeds (good
karma) against their bad deeds (bad karma).
•
Once a New Ager has lived enough lives to acquire enough good
karma, they can become an ascended master within the spiritual real.
•
believes the spiritual world is really all that exists, and that the natural
world is really an illusion.
•
believes that all is god (pantheism) and that god is in all
(panentheism) and that every person can become as god (back to Shinar)
So the bottom line is there are two types of humanists and both deny the
God of the Bible.”

(Humanists, The Humanists Manifestos, and Their Worldview War on
America By Brannon Howse, 05 February, 2018)

In Their Own Words
“I use the word “humanist” to mean someone who believes that man is just
as much a natural phenomenon as an animal or plant; that his body, mind
and soul were not supernaturally created but are products of evolution, and
that h is not under the control or guidance of any supernatural being or
beings, but has to rely on himself and his own powers.” Sir Julian Huxley,
Director-General of UNESCO, founding member American Humanist
Association, quote from brochure once distributed by AHA. UNESCO is
where we get Common Core or the One World Educational System to
dumb down and program the masses!
“The humanist refuses to accept a God who speaks as only God could
speak, with an ultimate, unquestionable authority. Rather, he turns to
himself as the ultimate source of truth, usurping-in his own imagination-the
authority of the living and true God.” (Kevin Swanson, Apostate The Men
who Destroyed the Christian West)
Dr. Richard Seed (1994) – “We are going to become gods. Period! If you
don’t like it – Get off. You don’t have to contribute…You don’t have to
participate. But if you’re going to interfere with meee…becoming God,
you’re going to have big trouble. We will have warfare. The only way you
can prevent me…is…is to kill me. You kill me…I’ll kill you.”
Tal Zak - Moderna’s chief medical officer (2017 TedTalk) on mRNA - “We
are actually hacking the software of life”
The Religion of Humanism
“The religion wherein man is the measure and goal of all things. His
promotion, glory and pleasure are the ultimate purposes of his
existence. He needs not God for he is his own God.”
Genesis 3:5 ye shall be as gods..

1)
Of the Mind – First Principle of Humanism – (1) Knowledge of the
world is derived by observation, experimentation, and rational analysis.
Remember how the world is using the imagination to gain control of the
mind of man and especially the young! The center pieces are science and
the arts! There is no need for some supernatural superstitious creation of
feeble less evolved men!
2)
Of Works – Works of the flesh – you do something – you are saved
by something you have done. Third, Forth and Sixth Principles of
Humanism – (3) Ethical values are derived from human need and interest
as tested by experience. (4) Life's fulfillment emerges from individual
participation in the service of humane ideals. (6) Working to benefit society
maximizes individual happiness. All of these principles are done without
God passed down from the Cainite religions – we can accomplish by our
testing, by our participation in service, by our working to benefit based on
what we decide is good and right.
3)
Of the Flesh – the idea, what can I do to bring me pleasure,
contentment, wholeness, heaven on earth? Foolishness! I can do no work
that is good enough to get me to heaven and past my sins! It is in God
alone 2 Timothy 1:12, “I know whom I have believed.”
4)
Of the Anti-Christ – (5) Humans are social by nature and find
meaning in relationships. Values based on human circumstances, interest,
and concerns and extend to the global ecosystem and beyond. Truth by
committee! Remember the words of Hillary Clinton about the raising of
children? She said it takes a village!!!! 2 Corinthians 11:4, 13-15, For if
someone comes and proclaims another Jesus that the one we proclaimed,
or if you receive a different spirit from the one you received, or if you accept
a different gospel from the one you accepted, you put up with it ready
enough. For such men are false apostles, deceitful workmen, disguising
themselves as apostles of Christ, And no wonder, for even Satan disguises
himself as an angel of light. So it is no surprise if his servants, also,
disguise themselves as servants of righteousness.
5)
Of Rejected Apostates – Jude v.11 – Woe to them! For they
walked in the way of Cain, and abandoned themselves for the sake of gain
to Balaam’s error and perished in Korah’s rebellion. Cain – Without the
Blood; Balaam - Without the Supernatural; Korah – Without the Mediator

In Summary Humanism is naturalism and the idea that man is a
byproduct of a continual evolutionary process void of a supreme
orchestrator driven only by random chance.
Of Rejected Apostates
Based on the book, Apostate The Men Who Destroyed the Christian West
by Kevin Swanson
Christianity had tremendous influence on the pagan cultures from 475-1200
AD. Beginning in 1200 to today the humanist ideologies have worked their
way to into western culture and the Church until the point of dominance.
Beginning in the 1200’s with Thomas Aquinas who proposed two systems
of knowledge: Sacred and Secular (philosophical) where he credited fallen
mankind with the ability to establish reliable philosophical knowledge based
on human reason. This division of knowledge lead to the expansion of
secular thought (Worldly) at the expense of sacred (Biblical) resulting in
less than ten percent of Americans having a Biblical Worldview today!
In the 1600’s we have Rene Descartes, “father of modern philosophy” who
resolved to seek “no other knowledge” than that found in himself and the
“great book of the world.” (Pg.47) Fundamental to the humanist
philosophy.
In the 1700’s there is Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who is credited with giving
birth to the modern age. Will Durant says of Rousseau, “had more effect
upon posterity than any other writer or thinker of the eighteenth century in
which writers were more influential than they had ever been before.”
Rousseau had a significant influence on government (private property and
wealth distribution), schools (state vs. parent, mandatory attendance) and
the church (Christians would not make good citizens).
Historian Paul Johnson said this about Rousseau, “But Rousseau was the
first to combine all the salient characteristics…the assertion of his right to
reject the existing order in its entirety; confidence in his capacity to
refashion it from the bottom in accordance with principles of his own
devising; belief that this could be achieved by the political process; and, not
least, recognition of the huge part instinct, intuition, and impulse play in
human conduct.” Paul Johnson, Intellectuals.

Rousseau’s philosophy had a great influence the French Revolution and
Robespierre that gave us the first of the modern revolutions and the reign
of terror, the guillotine, forced redistribution of wealth, and 40,000 dead
bodies. (Pg. 63)
Biographer Otto Scott, wrote, “Robespierre died, but folly has a virulence
that outlasts its inventor. He inspired more Communes, more Voices of
Virtue, more Lenins and Castros and Maos, more murder and hatred, more
death and misery, than any other of the Sacred Fools that have emerged to
plague honest men.” Otto Scott, The Fool as Revolutionary
Then comes the 1800’s with the Jeremy Bentham and his utilitarianism
recommending any actions which produce the most pleasure and
happiness for the most people in the long run are to be desired. Along with
Ralph Waldo Emerson and his transcendentalism, which greatly
influenced other writes such as Herman Melville, Walt Whitman, Henry
David Thoreau, and Robert Frost. These two men along with Walt Whitman
were instrumental in bringing homosexuality and for Bentham both
homosexuality and pedophilia out in their philosophies and writings.
Next comes Karl Marx. “Karl Marx has had more impact on actual events,
as well as on the minds of men and women, than any other intellectual in
modern times.” (Paul Johnson, Intellectuals) His ideological progeny –
Josef Stalin, Mao Tse Tung, Pol Pot, and Fidel Castro. He is responsible
for more deaths as the “humanist of humanist” in recorded history.
His philosophy summed up in his Communist Manifesto, “Communism
abolishes eternal truths, it abolishes all religion, and all morality.” “We
destroy the most hallowed of relations, when we replace home education
with social.” A man inspired by Satan became the most influential in
modern history.
Next, Charles Darwin, followed in the footsteps of his grandfather
Erasmus Darwin (humanist and evolutionist) and father Robert (freethinker) and influenced by Jean-Jacques Rousseau brings us the most
influential book in history second only to the Bible - On the Origin of
Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured
Races in the Struggle for Life. On the Bible Darwin said, “no more to be
trusted than…the beliefs of a barbarian.”

Finally in our 1800’s influencers we have the Philosopher by the name of
Friedrich Nietzsche. Without question he held more influence than any
other philosopher on the makers of the 20th century. It is well documented
his influence on Hitler, and Hitler on Mussolini. Nietzsche’s parable The
Madman ended with these words; “What are these churches now if they
are not the tombs and sepulchers of God?” He declared God was dead and
the 20th century man experienced more death in war than the first 19
centuries combined. The 21st Century is well on its way to being more
deadly for mankind than even the 20th century! Malcolm Muggeridge said
“that if God is dead somebody else is going to have to take His place. It
will either be megalomania or erotomania, the drive for power of the drive
for pleasure, Hitler or Hugh Hefner.” He also added “that we have lost our
moral point of reference because we have forgotten that most empirically
verifiable (though most denied) part of human experience – the depravity of
man.”
The Oxford atheistic philosopher Jonathan Glover was asked this question:
“If you, Professor Glover, were stranded at the midnight hour in a desolate
Los Angeles street and if, as you stepped out of your car with fear and
trembling, you were suddenly to hear the weight of pounding footsteps
behind you and you saw ten burly young men who had just stepped out of
dwelling coming toward you, would it or would it not make a difference to
you to know that they were coming from a Bible study?”
The 1900’s brings us John Dewey America’s leading educational
philosopher, “father of progressive education,” was influenced by
Rousseau, Kant, Descartes but Charles Darwin had the greatest influence
according to his article, The Influence of Darwin on Philosophy. His book
Democracy ad Education was ranked the fifth most harmful books of the
19th and 20th centuries by a group of 15 conservative leaders behind only
Marx’s Communist Manifesto, Hitler’s Mein Kampf, Mao Zedong’s
Quotations From Chairman Mao, and Kinsey’s Kinsey Report. (Ten Most
Harmful Books of the 19th and 20th Centuries” Human Events, 2005)
Dewey became one of the signers of the Humanist Manifesto in 1933 and
in his My Pedagogic Creed, he states, “I believe that in this way the teacher
is the prophet of the true god and the usherer of the true kingdom of god.”
Meaning – god/man – kingdom of man. He was instrumental in bringing
the Frankfurt School communist leaders to America whose declared goals

were to destroy Christianity, Christian Morals, the family, and patriotism.
Successful?
His system of education has taken us from Ninety-Nine Percent Literacy
rate with no mandatory government school attendance to under Fifty
Percent Literacy Rate today with mandatory government school attendance
with free breakfast and lunch.
Worldly Wisdom
Free From The God Delusion - From great Philosophers of the past like
Plato and Aristotle to the French revolutionaries such as Rousseau in
throwing off the authority of kings, and we then are enlightened by Engles
and Karl Marx in establishing the right of men to rule themselves free from
the God delusion. In 1848 Karl Marx brought to the world his Communist
Manifesto which was an economic and political move to eliminate the freemarket system and replace it with omnipotent government power so as to
develop a communist socialist state. Today we will find Marx’s philosophy
disguised in the Global Climate Change Movement, Sustainable
Development, Agenda 2030, or the Great Reset! During this time
American Leadership has moved from John Winthrop to Joe Biden. From
Home of the Brave to Home of the Perverted!
The World Systems of Today from the UN, UNESCO, NATO and the
WEF, to your local pre-school are part of this Humanist System!
Unfortunately, so are America’s Churches led by WOKE pastors preaching
the lie of Cultural Marxism, Critical Race Theory and the LGBTQP…
agenda.
WOKE Pastors - Those in the pulpits are comfortable preaching
comfortable sermons on comfortable topics making sure to keep their
flocks comfortable so that everyone is comfortable in their comfort! This
has resulted in the majority of Christians still feeding from a baby bottle of
warm milk and very few maturing to the point of being able to handle the
meat of the Word - those hard saying!
American Christianity moved from the preaching of Jonathan Edwards to
Christian Humanism of Joel Osteen, focusing on the humanity of Jesus, his
social teachings and his propensity to synthesize human spirituality and
materialism. Failing To Teach That Jesus Is The Judge Of The World And
We Will Be Held To Account Whether You Believe In Him or Not! Matthew

12:36 But I say unto you, That every idle word that men shall speak, they
shall give account thereof in the day of judgment.
Today’s Philosophers
“if a man were permitted to make all the ballads he need not care who
should make the laws of a nation” Andrew Fletcher 1653-1716
The Culture has moved from listening to Sebastian Bach’s chorales to
Cardi B and her #1 selling WAP (to vulgar to say or print) which was
performed at the last Grammy Awards 2020.
These are the lyrics (chorus) to the Number One Song Of the Last Decade
I'm too hot (hot damn) - Call the police and the fireman - I'm too hot (hot
damn) - Make a dragon wanna retire, man - I'm too hot (hot damn, hot
damn) - Bitch, say my name you know who I am - I'm too hot (hot damn) And my band 'bout that money - Break it down... - Girls hit your hallelujah
(ooh) - Girls hit your hallelujah (ooh) - Girls hit your hallelujah (ooh) - Cause
uptown funk gon' give it to you - 'Cause uptown funk gon' give it to you 'Cause uptown funk gon' give it to you - Saturday night and we in the spot Don't believe me just watch (come on)
Just Released – “Message from the Gay Community.”– Sung by the San
Francisco Gay Men's Chorus
(Spoken) As we celebrate pride on the progress we've made over these
past years there's still work to be done. So, to those of you out there who
are still working against equal rights, we have a message for you:
(Sung) You think we're sinful - You fight against our rights - You say we
all lead lives you can't respect - But you're just frightened - You think that
we'll corrupt your kids - If our agenda goes unchecked - Funny, just this
once, you're correct - We'll convert your children - Happens bit by bit Quietly and subtlely - And you will barely notice it - You can keep them
from disco - Warn about San Francisco - Make 'em wear pleated pants We don't care...We'll convert your children...We'll make them tolerant and
fair - (Spoken) At first, I didn't get why you'd be so scared of us turning
your children into accepting, caring people but I see now why you'd have
a problem with that (Sung) Just like you worriеd - They'll change their
group of friеnds - You won't approve of where they go at night (to protests)

- Oh, and you'll be disgusted (so gross) - When they start finding things
online - That you've kept far from their sight (like information...) - Guess
what? - You'll still be alright! - We'll convert your children Reaching one
and all - There's really no escaping it - 'cause even grandma likes
Rupaul - And the world's getting kinder - Gen Z's gayer than Grindr - Learn
to love - Learn to vogue - Face your fate! - We'll convert your children Someone's gotta teach them not to hate - We're coming for them - We're
coming for your children - We're coming for them - We're coming for
them - We're coming for your children - For your children - You're
children will care about - Fairness and justice for others - Your children
will work to convert - All their sisters and brothers - Then, soon, we're
almost certain - You're kids will start convertin' you! - The gay agenda is
coming home - The gay agenda is here! - But you don't have to worry 'cause there's nothing wrong with - Standing by our side - Get on board in a
hurry - Because the world always needs - A bit more pride - But you don't
have to worry - 'cause there's nothing wrong with - Standing by our side (The Gay Agenda) - Get on board in a hurry - Because the world always
needs - A bit more pride - (The Gay Agenda) - Come on, try a little pride! We'll convert your children - Then we'll turn to you - Giving up the fear
inside - Is freeing like you never knew!
But if there is one song that stands out as the one song that best
represents humanism it would be “My Way,” by Frank Sinatra
WORD
2 Corinthians 4:4 In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of
them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is
the image of God, should shine unto them.
Satan the god of this world, the prince of darkness is now worshipped by
more people than anytime in human history. People love the world and the
things of this world. Those that love this world have had their hearts
darkened, their understanding blinded, their prejudices and ignorance
increased by their god Satan.
WORSHIP
1 Corinthians 14:24-25 But if some unbelieving outsiders walk in on a
service where people are speaking out God’s truth, the plain words will

bring them up against the truth and probe their hearts. Before you know it,
they’re going to be on their faces before God, recognizing that God is
among you.
There is nothing outside of the Word’s of God found in His Book the Bible
that can so transform the heart of man! Would the apostles of the first
century church recognize the Jesus that is preached today? Would they
hear the plain words of scripture preached as the main course or just as an
appetizer?
Our worship to be of full affect must be all about glorifying the God of the
Bible as revealed in His own Words!!!

